Baptized, indulging the hope that we would fulfill the engagements when we become accountable for our own actions. Not hearing of this desirable event, I am led to conclude you have deferred it to a future period, which may never arrive. Do not my dears Sally be misled as I have been from the apprehension that I shouldlive more by going to the table of our Lord than staying from it—this was the Work of the prince of this air, who makes use of every art to keep us from our duty, years of happiness here I lost by this delusive stratagem.

We are particularly called on to ratify the promise made in our infancy, when we were dedicated by our pious parents to live as children of the grace. We daily receive evidence of the protecting mercy of our benignant Creator, who prolongs our lives that we may be heirs of glory, while thousands are buried into eternity without a ray of hope to cheer their departing spirits! Let us attend the gracious summons, now is the accepted time; we are monuments of the clemency and unbounded love of the Lord of all. Is there is such a family as ours? Though we have been deserted we are